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Read Stop the rot – all about healthy gum on page 26

Years 5-6

Activity 1
Reading for meaning

Healthy Gums

n Pink
n Firm
n Do not bleed

•
•
•
•

Building reading skills
skimming and scanning for information.
reading headings, text boxes and pictures.
reading for meaning.
making connections between the text and your world.
There are three levels of comprehension questions:

1

Literal		

The answer is located in one sentence in the text.

Inferred		
				

You need to make links between sentences and graphics
(such as illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know.

Applied		
				

The answer is in your background knowledge,
what you already know or feel.

Gum disease can be caused by

			

			smoking

Shade
one bubble.

			a build-up of plaque on the teeth
			poor diet
Y E A R
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(inferred)

			all of these
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2

What are some signs of gingivitis?

			red and swollen gums

(inferred)

Years 5-6

Shade
one bubble.

			bleeding when you brush your teeth
			sore gums
			all of these

3

When gingivitis is left untreated, it can advance to periodonitis.

(inferred)

			TRUE
			FALSE

4

Are diabetics more likely to have gum infections?

		

(inferred)

			YES
			NO

5

The text says, Like many conditions, early intervention to treat gum disease can
		ensure the longevity of your teeth.
	In this entence, longevity mens

(inferred)

			red and swollen gums
			your teeth fall out
			your teeth remain healthy
			rotting

6

List the things you can do very day to cut down the risk of developing gum disease.
									
		
(inferred)

Write
your answer
on the lines.
Y E A R
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7

The purpose for adding the picture and the text box to the written text is to
								
		
(applied)

Years 5-6

Write
your answer
on the lines.

Activity 2
Language Conventions - Spelling

1

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.
		Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.
Gum diseese effects most people at some time in their life.
They are seerious infections.
The main cause of gum disease is plark.

2

Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.
Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.
Bleeding, redness and swollen gums are sines of gum disease.
You shoold brush your teeth every day.
If your teeth feel lose, see your dentist.

Y E A R

5-6
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Activity 3

Years 5-6

Language Conventions - Grammar

1

Shade
one bubble.

Which word correctly completes these sentences?

You need to look after your teeth well _______ you can prevent gum disease.
		although
		while
		so
		however

2

Which word correctly completes these sentences?
_____________ your teeth every day can prevent gum disease.
		Clean
		Cleans
		Cleaner
		Cleaning

3

Which word correctly completes these sentences?

		If you are under stress, there will be a ____________ risk of developing gum disease.
		high
		highest
		highs
Y E A R
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4

Which words are nouns in this sentence?

Years 5-6

The main causes of gum disease are plaque, smoking, stress and
poor diet.

Shade
one bubble.

		The, of, are, and
		disease, plaque, diet
		main, poor
		causes

5

Which word or words does it refer to in this sentence?
When gingivitis is left untreated, it can advance to periodonitis.
		gum disease
		gingivitis
		periodinitis
		untreated

Activity 4
Language Conventions – Punctuation

1

Which sentence has the speech marks (“ ”) in the correct place?
		My dentist said, “You are looking after your teeth very well!”
		“My dentist said,” You are looking after your teeth very well!
		My dentist “said,” You are looking after your teeth very well!
		“My dentist said, You are looking after your teeth very well!”

2

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?
		Its important to look after your teeth so theyre strong and healthy.
		It’s important to look after your’ teeth so theyre strong and healthy.

Y E A R
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		It’s important to look after your teeth so they’re strong and healthy.
		Its’ important to look after you’r teeth so they’re strong and healthy.
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3

Which punctuation is correct in this sentence?

			Would you like to keep your teeth healthy...

Years 5-6

Shade
one bubble.

		Would you like to kep your teeth healthy!
		Would you like to keep your teeth healthy?
		Would you like to keep your teeth healthy.

4

Which sentence has the correct punctuation?
		Signs of gum disease include, bleeding sore gums redness and, swollen gums.
		Signs of gum disease, include bleeding, sore gums, redness, and swollen gums
		Signs, of gum disease include bleeding, sore gums redness and swollen gums
		Signs of gum disease include bleeding, sore gums, redness and swollen gums
		lead.

Activity 5
Unscramble these teeth words

Write
your answer
in the table.

LQEPAU
EEIDSAS
VTIISIGGNI
GRBUSNIH
ENDTTSI
Y E A R

5-6

SSFOL
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Activity 6
Acrostic Poem

Years 5-6

An acrostic poem is easy to write. Just think of a word or phrase for each letter of the
title of your poem. Each letter of the word/phrase then acts as the beginning letter
for a new line of the poem. Whatever is written using each letter must connect to the
subject matter.

1

Write an acrostic poem about healthy teeth.

H
E
A
L
T
H
Y
T
E
E
T

Y E A R
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H
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